ABSTRACT
THE WORKFLOW OF ProfDistS
An important task in sequence analysis is the reconstruction of phylogenetic trees from molecular sequences. Distance based approaches like NJ (Saitou and Nei, 1987) and BIONJ (Gascuel, 1997) or profile distance based approaches like Profile Neighbor Joining (PNJ) (Müller et al., 2004) are known to be computationally efficient allowing to reconstruct very large trees. Nowadays, beside the huge amount of considered sequence data the structural level becomes a challenging issue in RNA sequence-structure alignment analysis and phylogenetic reconstruction (Bauer et al., 2007; Hudelot et al., 2003; Seibel et al., 2006; Siebert and Backofen, 2005; Smith et al., 2004) . In contrast to the previous ProfDist version (Friedrich et al., 2005) ProfDistS is now able to deal with RNA sequence-structure alignments. We think that for the first time we here introduce a phylogenetic tool that uses individual RNA secondary structures in reconstructing phylogenies. Based on those individual secondary structures, available e.g. from the ITS2 database (Selig et al., 2008) , alignments are routinely reconstructed by tools such as 4SALE (Seibel et al., 2006) , MARNA (Siebert * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
and Backofen, 2005) , LARA (Bauer et al., 2007) or RNAforester (Hochsmann et al., 2004) .
To get a joint substitution model of sequence and structure evolution we convert the considered character alphabet as described in Seibel et al. (2006) by mapping the sequence and secondary structure information of every single RNA sequence to artificial character sequences. The tree reconstructing algorithm works on a 12 letter alphabet comprised of the four nucleotides in three structural states (unpaired, paired left, paired right, e.g. 'A.', 'A(', 'A)', 'U. ', etc.) . Such a substitution model naturally combines a general time reversible (GTR) model on the sequence level with a substitution model on morphological features of the structures.
Simple correction formulas like the famous Jukes and Cantor formula (Jukes and Cantor, 1969) are extended to work on sequencestructure alignments. Based on the GTR RNA sequence-structure specific substitution model (Seibel et al., 2006) evolutionary distances between sequence-structure pairs are estimated by maximum likelihood and are also extended on the profile level. Other substitution models could be included in this phylogenetic framework (Schöniger and von Haeseler, 1994; Smith et al., 2004) . Phylogenies can now smoothly be achieved on the RNA sequencestructure level with the help of the pipeline consisting of the ITS2 database (Selig et al., 2008) , the sequence structure alignment editor 4SALE (Seibel et al., 2006) and the phylogentic reconstruction tool ProfDistS.
The power of ProfDist (on the sequence profile level) has already been demonstrated for reconstructed phylogenies of 1269 metazoan 18S rRNA gene sequences (Gerlach et al., 2007) and of about 100 algae 18S rRNA gene sequences (Müller et al., 2004; Vanormelingen et al., 2007) . Additionally, the semi automatic profile definition was demonstrated by Gerlach et al. (2007) . The fully iterative and automatic profile definition is still provided in ProfDistS. Furthermore, semi-automatic taxonomic lineage information (Wheeler et al., 2000) for an a priori profile definition is provided for different formats (FASTA & EMBL) . If the user is not aware of the taxonomic classification in the data, lineage information for all sequences deposited at NCBI is available via the ProfDistS web page. In Figure 1 , all features of ProfDistS are sketched.
In the new version ProfDistS also protein sequences can now be processed. Evolutionary distances as LogDet or maximumlikelihood distances, based on a suitable GTR substitution model like the VTML model (Müller and Vingron, 2000) , are estimated from the M.Wolf et al. Fig. 1 . The ProfDistS graphical user interface as redesigned based on QT (Trolltech, 2008) . ProfDistS is now able to deal with RNA sequence-structure alignments. Note the preferences window for profile neighbour-joining, the main ProfDistS window, the sequence-structure viewer and a selected tree viewer.
sequence data. For all sequence data (DNA, RNA, RNA sequencestructure and protein) alternative models can easily be loaded via the graphical user interface, which has been fully redesigned based on the QT framework.
A number of tools allow phylogenetic tree reconstruction. We have shown earlier the improved performance of PNJ compared to Neighbor-Joining (Müller et al., 2004) . We think that ProfDistS is to date the first software that includes both sequence and individual structure information for phylogenetic tree reconstruction. In contrast, tools like Phase (Jow et al., 2002) or rRNA phylogeny (Smith et al., 2004) are based only on the consensus structure information. Grajales et al. (2007) calculated morphometric distances based on individual structures, however, in their approach they model sequence and structure independently. In ProfDistS both information types-sequences and their individual structures-are used to construct profile based trees allowing a time efficient reconstruction of trees for hundreds or thousands of sequences.
